
Please interrupt me with questions



Our objectives:

- Know where beavers 
are living.

- Map beaver built 
structures.

- Track activity and 
structures over time.

Monitoring for Beavers



What are we looking for?

The chances of you seeing actual beaver are pretty low!  However, what really matters 
to us is how they are changing the landscape. If you want to see a beaver, visit a site 
EARLY in the morning or at DUSK.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BEAVER DAMS

BEAVER LODGES

Other signs...



Beaver Dams and 
Lodges 



Beaver Dams - out in open wilderness



Beaver Dams - in the middle of the city



Beaver Dams - in the middle of the city



Beaver Dams (viewing from upstream)



Beaver Dams (viewing from downstream)



Beaver Lodges



Beaver Lodges



Beaver Lodges 



Beaver Lodges



Signs of Beaver - not part of the protocol, but good to take 
note!



Signs of Beaver - Chews



Signs of Beaver - Chews



Signs of Beaver - slides



Signs of Beaver - cache



Signs of Beaver - freshly cleaned sticks



Beaver Lodges



Flow 
structures

● Designed to control water levels 

in areas with active beavers

● Pipes, cages and fencing may 

be found in streams/ponds

● Please do not disturb! These are  

installed to reduce 

human/beaver conflicts.



Collecting Data 
1. Single observations while you’re out and about

1. Formal survey for an entire stream reach



Survey Protocol. Gear

Gear for the survey: Gear for you:

USING PAPER: USING A TABLETPHONE:

- clipboard - activated cellular/GPS - waders or boots - hat and sunglasses

- camera, whiteboard, 
dry erase 

- camera on 
phone/tablet enabled

- backpack - water and snack

- map and 
sharpie/pencil

- whiteboard, dry erase 
pen

- long pants and 
shirt

- optional walking 
stick

- datasheet and pencil - App loaded, logged-in - dry clothes in 
car

= we can provide



Arrive at your site PREPARED

1. Dress for the 
weather

2. Wear appropriate 
footwear

3. Bring a backpack 
with a snack and 
water.

4. Polarized sunglasses 
help reduce glare in 
the sun!



Survey Protocol. Starting Survey

Starting survey:

1. Orient yourself with your 
map and plan a route.

1. Fill out date, observers, and 
site name (unit or stream-
mile if needed).

1. Go to starting point and 
record START on map (or log 
START on App).





Survey Protocol. Starting Survey

During survey:

1. Avoid going in the stream 
and stirring up sediment.

1. Move slowly and 
methodically up-stream.  Go 
a little ways up smaller 
streams that flow into the 
main-stream if possible.  Stay 
on the map, within the 
boundaries of the property.



Safety Lesson
1. Watch where you step and 

slowly lower yourself into 
water or mud.

2. Be careful around 
blackberry.

3. Remember to have quick 
release buckles accessible at 
all times (for example, 
please do not wear coats 
over waders).



Safety Lesson

If you do “overtop” in waders and can’t get your head above 
water, use quick release and ditch your waders



Survey Protocol. Recording data.

Recording data:

1.When a dam or lodge is 
located, stop to record data. 

2.On whiteboard, write the 
date & stream name (or 
identifying stream reach).

3.Take a photo with the 
whiteboard close (readable) 
to the photographer, include 
person holding board near or 
on top of dam/lodge for 
scale. Try to capture entire 
feature in photo.



Survey Protocol. Recording data.
Explanations of data categories:

1. Staff gauge. These are water level markers found at some sites. 

2. Lodge present. Take a photo to identify.

3. Dam present. Take a photo to identify.

a. Composition - select all materials seen (Wood/Mud/Grass/Cobble).

b. Active Dam - fresh mud or clean sticks present. Your best guess.

c. Dam Intact - water is being held back by dam.

d. Water level difference - estimate difference, by foot.

e. Dam length - estimate by foot, include landforms between dam sections. See 

diagram.

f. Dam wider than channel - dam is either confined to channel, or built beyond 

banks (or in wetland)

g. Stream incised - bank walls eroded and stream bed low, “tall bank walls”.

h. Overflow at dam - water flowing above top of dam. See diagram.



Paper Data Sheet



This is a Staff Gauge (it marks water levels)



Survey Protocol. Recording data.



What counts as a dam?
1. Intact or not intact, holding water or not.
2. Multiple dam sections count as one dam if 

they’re holding water at the same level



Survey Protocol. Is the dam wider than the channel?
1. The dam is within the banks of the stream
2. The dam is out in the floodplain, part of a wide 

wetland, the pond is wider than the stream below.

IN OUT



Survey Protocol. Recording data.



Survey Protocol. Types of flow.



How to take photos?



How to take photos?



How to take photos?



How to take photos?



How to take photos?



How-To Anecdata

*Open the app from your phone.

*Only one person per survey will 
need to record data. 



How-To Anecdata



How-To Anecdata

Automatically finds your location 
and enters the date and the time!

Generally ignore this!



How-To Anecdata

All about the Dam!

Y/N/? .



How-To Anecdata

All about the Dam!

Remember: measurements 
are in feet. No metric units, 
no inches. Estimate.

18 inches = 1.5 feet



How-To Anecdata



How-To Anecdata

Take photo, 
hit SAVE



How-To Anecdata

Boom! You’ve made an 
observation!



How-To Anecdata



How-To Anecdata



Survey Protocol. Ending Survey

After you finish your survey or if 
you need to leave:

1.Record any extra 
notes/observations.

2.Leave site and get home 
safely!



Any questions?

*we’ll email you with next steps


